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What have the following 23 Black
Type-winning juveniles of 2017 got in
common?

Actress, Ballet Shoes, Billesdon Brook, Brick By Brick,
Brother Bear, Bye Bye Baby, Cardsharp, Dance Diva,
Darkanna, Eirene, Ellthea, Havana Grey, Hey Gaman,
Invincible Army, James Garfield, Madeline, Nyaleti, Rebel
Assault, Sioux Nation, Sirici, Sound And Silence, Treasuring,
U S Navy Flag

Up to and including October 25, they have

all run at least six times already. And others

may join the list before the end of the year.

Five of these horses – Actress, Ballet Shoes, Bye Bye Baby,

Sioux Nation and U S Navy Flag – are trained by Aidan

O’Brien; and three – Cardsharp, Nyaleti and Rebel Assault –

by Mark Johnston (MJR). Last year, both trainers ran a

higher percentage of their juveniles at least six times than

ever before: O’Brien 20.7% (17 juveniles from 82) and MJR

39.4% (43 juveniles from 109). 

This year, they are right on trend. But this trend runs

counter to that of all juveniles in general in the last few

years, as seen in the table:

It can be argued that the falling percentage of horses who

run six times or more as juveniles has given the experienced

rival an edge. I have pondered this when commenting on

The Last Lion’s Group 1 Middle Park Stakes win for MJR

last season, while experience has been no hindrance to U S

Navy Flag, winner of the same race and the Group 1

Dewhurst for O’Brien this year. These are interesting

examples, but they do not constitute proof of cause.

Statistically, experienced juveniles have over-achieved for

several years. A total of 6,367 two-year-olds have appeared

on a British and Irish racecourse for the sixth time or more

since 2011, and 773 have won (12.1%) compared with only

741 winners expected by the market. That has been good for

a profit of £615.69 (+9.7% ROI) at level stakes.

Dominance

Approximately 31% of horses who win a Pattern race as a

juvenile also win one as a three-year-old, but there is no

Trends in race frequency amo

Year Juveniles 6+ runs Pct

2009 737 3883 19.0

2010 735 3713 19.8

2011 703 3657 19.2

2012 634 3301 19.2

2013 566 3379 16.8

2014 611 3486 17.5

2015 613 3602 17.0

2016 634 3639 17.4

Percentage of all juveniles running six or more times

There’s no evidence that running a horse frequently
as a juvenile prevents it reaching its potential
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ong leading trainers

doubt that running a limited horse frequently as a juvenile

does lower its win percentage as a three-year-old, simply

because of the dominance of the handicap system. 

Some trainers, whatever the quality or type of horse in

their yard, choose the ‘jam tomorrow’ option. This is less

than optimal in maximising the number of wins per horse,

but has the appearance of being most effective with a large

number of quality horses to draw upon, where a trainer’s

success-rate is perceived by the celebrated exploits of a

small number of elite runners.

Potential

No evidence exists that running a horse frequently as a

juvenile prevents it reaching its absolute potential, as some

would have you believe. Far from it: more horses fail to

reach their potential because they do not have sufficient

opportunities while they are sound. If you take a large

number of beautifully bred horses and campaign them

sparingly, some will win top races, but this is not proof that

patience causes wins. It is certainly seductive to believe so

when you are told, however.

Many horses who run frequently as juveniles only do so

because their trainers are aware they are ahead of the

weight-for-age curve. They might be lighter-framed animals,

or conversely ones who have grown at a faster rate than

average and have outlying maturity. Others are campaigned

early simply to take advantage of the smaller pool of

competitors. 

Either way, it would be sub-optimal to wait a year with a

horse who could be running now and miss the most lucrative

period of a horse’s career.

Running horses sparingly is often some function of over-

diagnosing their requirements. If there is an alternative

target for a horse near to hand, then fair enough, but

deciding that a horse won’t go on soft ground, for instance,

demands not only being sure of its requirements, but also

being sure of the ground. 

ULTIPLY the uncertainty of one thing by the other

and you soon understand that keeping an open mind

on ground, distance and track is surely the right thing to do. 

By 

James Willoughby

ERE is my appraisal of a certain statistical

milestone recently achieved by the MJR yard:

4,000 winners is a lot. I know this having

watched the vast majority of them live on television or at

the track. 

One of the greatest things about Mark’s achievement is

that so many identify with his success. The stable’s

approach to racing is about as well defined as any in

history, and it would be nice to have £10 for every time

someone says “a typical Mark Johnston horse” before

identifying some aspect of its determined running style,

tenacity or resolution, or the arc of its improvement. 

Evidence

More important than any number is your reputation. I

love following the yard’s horses – particularly the ones

who have run at York last time (885 bets, 147 winners,

16.6%, ROI +8.14) – but there is something far more

important than that.  It is what Mark stands for. He is an

unbelievably effective thinker.  It takes a lot to change his

mind  --  flimsy evidence and fashionable beliefs simply

carry no weight with him  --  and there is nobody, just

nobody, who will execute a strategy as purposefully when

he is convinced of its worth. 

Over the years, I have been greatly influenced by him

in racing and away from it. Sticking to a path you have

decided upon logically and at great length is very painful

for many humans because there is a certain comfort in the

approval of others.  In the end, however, you learn that

only by riding out some of the downside of your

decisions, and sticking to your guns when others doubt

you, and you doubt yourself even more, can you ever reap

the benefit of being right in the first place.

Say you hold an edge on every bet you make through

superior judgment. Only you don’t know how good your

judgment is. Because most horses you bet on are far more

likely to lose than win, you will encounter far longer

losing runs than winning runs on the road to making your

fortune.

O, the test of your edge in betting - and in life -

does not lie in the things you cannot control, but

rather within the walls of your mind. This comes

down to what you think of yourself, how true you are to

your values. 

That is my assessment of 4,000 winners. In racing and

in life, trust the process. It is all that you are.

4,000 winners and counting . .  .
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